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FA - 5.1 REGULAR SEASON CHAMPION  

The American Athletic Conference Football Champion will be decided by a game played between the East 

and West division champions. A division champion shall be the team with the highest winning percentage 

in all Conference games both divisional and non-divisional. A tie football game shall count as half-a-game 

won and half-a-game lost in the standings. 

 

The following tie-breaker formula will be used to break all ties within the division:  

 

FA - 5.1.1 TWO TEAM TIE FOR THE DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP 

1. Head to head result between tied teams; 

2. If still tied, winning percentage of the tied teams within the division; 

3. If still tied, head-to-head competition against the team within the division with the 

next best overall Conference winning percentage (3, 4, 5, and 6) breaking ties 

using the conference tie-breaking procedures proceeding through the division 

until one team prevails; 

4. If still tied, combined highest winning percentage against all common non-

divisional Conference opponents; 

5. If still tied, if one team was ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee 

rankings and wins in the final weekend of the Conference regular season, they will 

be declared the division champion.   If in that same scenario, the team that was 

the highest-ranked team in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings 

loses in the final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite average 

of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe) 

will be used to determine the division champion. 

6. If there are multiple teams ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee 

rankings, the highest-ranked team that wins in the final weekend of the 

Conference regular season will be declared the division champion. 

7. If none of the ranked teams win in the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season, a composite average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, 

Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the 

Conference regular season will be used to determine the division champion; 

8. If no teams are ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings 

going into the final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite 

average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and 

Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season will be used to determine the division champion; 

9. If still tied, the team with the highest overall (Conference and non-conference 

winning percentage [excluding exempt games] shall be the division champion; 

10. If still tied, coin toss will be conducted by the Commissioner. 

 

FA - 5.1.2 MULTIPLE TEAM TIE FOR THE DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP 

If three or more teams are tied atop a division at the end of the season, the following 

criteria are used to eliminate teams until just two teams remain, at which point the two-

team tiebreaking procedure is used.  
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FA - 5.1.2 MULTIPLE TEAM TIE FOR THE DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP (continued) 

1. If one team defeated all other teams, then that team shall be declared the division 

champion; 

2. If still tied, and if two teams defeated the additional tied team (s), the defeated 

team(s) is eliminated; 

3. If still tied, highest winning percentage of tied teams within the division; 

4. If still tied, head-to-head competition against the team within the division with the 

next best overall Conference winning percentage (4, 5, and 6) breaking ties using 

the conference tie-breaking procedures proceeding through the division until one 

team prevails; 

5. If still tied, combined highest winning percentage against all common non-

divisional Conference opponents; 

6. If still tied, if one team was ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee 

rankings and wins in the final weekend of the Conference regular season, they will 

be declared the division champion, If in that same scenario, the team that was the 

highest-ranked team in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings loses 

in the final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite average of 

selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe) will 

be used to determine the division champion. 

7. If there are multiple teams ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee 

rankings, the highest-ranked team that wins in the final weekend of the 

Conference regular season will be declared the division champion. 

8. If none of the ranked teams win in the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season, a composite average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, 

Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the 

Conference regular season will be used to determine the division champion; 

9. If no teams are ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings 

going into the final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite 

average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and 

Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season will be used to determine the division champion; 

10. If still tied, the team with the highest overall (Conference and non-conference 

winning percentage [excluding exempt games] shall be the division champion; 

11. If still tied, coin toss will be conducted by the Commissioner. 

 

FA - 5.1.3 INELIGIBLE DIVISION CHAMPION 

If one or both of The American division champions are ineligible to play in the American 

Athletic Conference Championship Game, then the participant(s) in The American 

Championship Game shall be determined by the following procedure: 

1. If the ineligible team is tied for the division championship, then the team it tied 

with shall be the American Athletic Conference Championship Game 

representative. 

2. If two or more teams are tied with an ineligible team for the division 

championship, then the ineligible team is removed and the remaining teams revert 

to the tie-break procedure. 
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FA - 5.1.3 INELIGIBLE DIVISION CHAMPION (continued) 

3. If there is a division runner-up tie, then the tied teams shall revert to the tie-break 

procedure. 

 

FA - 5.2 CHAMPIONSHIP HOST DETERMINATION 
The Championship Game shall be played at the home venue of the Division Champion with highest 

winning percentage in Conference games only. 

 

FA - 5.2.1 CHAMPIONSHIP HOST TIE-BREAKER 

The following tie-breaker procedure is used to determine the host location for the 

American Athletic Conference Football Championship game: 

1. Head to head result between tied teams; 

2. If still tied, if one team was ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee 

rankings and wins in the final weekend of the Conference regular season, they will 

be declared the host.   If in that same scenario, the team that was the highest-

ranked team in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings loses in the 

final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite average of selected 

computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe) will be used 

to determine the host. 

3. If both teams ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings, the 

highest-ranked team that wins in the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season will be declared the host. 

4. If none of the ranked teams win in the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season, a composite average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, 

Billingsley, Colley and Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the 

Conference regular season will be used to determine the host; 

5. If no teams are ranked in the latest available CFP Selection Committee rankings 

going into the final weekend of the Conference regular season, a composite 

average of selected computer rankings (Anderson & Hester, Billingsley, Colley and 

Wolfe)  after all games conclude the final weekend of the Conference regular 

season will be used to determine the host; 

6. Record against common Conference opponents; 

7. If still tied, the team with the highest overall (Conference and non-conference 

winning percentage [excluding exempt games] shall be the host; 

8. If still tied, coin toss will be conducted by the Commissioner. 

 

FA - 5.2.1 INABILITY TO HOST 

If the host institution is unable to host the championship game the other Division 

Champion shall be declared the host team. 
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